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I welcome the opportunity to ruminate here on some of the ideas raised by this volume, and upon my food systems
joys and perplexities more generally. The papers in this volume explored some intriguing moments among the myriad
of stories which define our contemporary foodways--from the foundational mysteries of life encapsulated in a seed,
and the deeply local context of an urban garden, to the realm of the food we prepare in our homes and which root us
to a tangle of convoluted cultural histories. And, all of them I would add, intertwine with the increasingly complex and
contentious narratives which define humanity's ties to the stuff of the earth which sustains us. For me, food is a
centering element in my life, a continuous source of inspiration and reflection, reaching from the everyday moments of
Red River cereal in the morning to those serious winter soups my partner makes for our boys and me at the end of the
day. In between those end-posts of my daily nourishment, along with the fair-trade brew and apple turnover I nosh on
at the local coffee shop and the sandwich with colleagues at lunch, are infusions of my reflections on the nature of the
conventional food system in the world around me. This can mean anything from the soils or substrate from which food
emerges, the people who pick the food or butcher the animals we eat, the gauntlet of machines, trucks, factories,
packages and containers through which foods pass, to the people and organizations enmeshed in the processing,
preparation, and distribution channels along which such foods wend their way to the world plate. In this vein, food is
increasingly saturated with the meanings represented by the choices my food signifies--what I consume, how I
consume it, with whom I eat it, and with what frame of appreciation, if any, that I tie in with these daily moments and
rituals. If I am what and where I eat, then I am connected in multifarious ways with the evolving food cosmos.
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